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Abstract—The increasing adoption of Smart Grids brings
about significant benefits such as enhanced efficiency and sustainability, but entails also severe threats to consumer privacy
due to the possibility of establishing detailed user profiles.
Existing efforts mostly focus on privacy issues in Smart Metering.
However, the Smart Grid contains other important use cases
whose privacy challenges have not received much attention to
date. In this paper we aim to raise awareness for privacy issues
in e-mobility, which will be a cornerstone application of the future
Smart Grid. In particular, we study in detail the properties of
privacy-relevant e-mobility use cases, the actors involved in those
scenarios, and the data they exchange as part of their interaction.
We investigate to which extent existing solutions can be applied to
address emerging privacy challenges in e-mobility, and propose
new privacy-aware design patterns.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Smart Grids are upgraded electricity networks using information and communication technology (ICT) to intelligently
integrate all entities connected to them such as consumers,
power plants, or distributed energy resources [1]. These enhanced electricity grids are currently being introduced in an
increasing number of countries. In Europe, the roll-out of
Smart Meters as part of the implementation of Smart Grids
has become mandatory for all member states; by 2020, at least
80% of households must be equipped with a Smart Meter [2].
The expectations that go along with the introduction of
Smart Grids pertain to overcoming the problems posed by the
aging infrastructure of current power grids, and to facilitate
the integration of distributed energy sources. Sustainability
and efficiency of supply shall be facilitated by e.g. intelligent
monitoring and self-healing abilities, as well as enhanced
information flow between electricity providers and consumers
[3]. However, the benefits of Smart Grids go along with several
drawbacks and challenges in terms of security and privacy: a
Smart Grid requires establishing an ICT network in parallel
to the power grid in order to facilitate the communication of
all entities involved. Apart from the security concerns that
apply to an ICT network of comparable size – especially
in light of its significance for the citizens’ power supply –,
privacy of the consumers is also considerably affected [4].
For example, high-frequency readings of Smart Meters can
be used to establish detailed consumer profiles, including the
electric appliances used in a household, waking and sleeping
habits, etc. [5]. Existing work on privacy in Smart Grids
therefore mainly deals with obfuscating Smart Meter readings

by applying various cryptographic or statistical approaches.
However, Smart Metering is not the only application scenario within a Smart Grid where sensitive personal information
of users might be exposed in an undesired way. In this paper
we aim to raise awareness for privacy issues in e-mobility,
another cornerstone application of the future Smart Grid which
has not been in the focus of privacy considerations so far
although it entails significant privacy issues: the concept of
e-mobility foresees that a customer can charge his electric
vehicle also on foreign premises while still getting billed
individually. This implies that the amount of energy withdrawn
as well as the identity of the vehicle or, respectively, the
customer must be transparent to the energy supplier, who could
use this data not only for billing purposes, but also to track
customers in various unwanted ways. Thus, customer privacy
is at stake due to potential misuse of sensitive motion data.
The contributions of this paper are twofold:
• Detailed Analysis of Privacy Implications through Emobility: we study in detail the properties of e-mobility
use cases, which involves considering the actors and the
data exchanged during their communication. These use
cases are the basis for an in-depth analysis of privacy
implications.
• Survey of Applicable Technologies and Required Solutions: we investigate to which extent existing solutions can be applied to address privacy challenges of emobility, and propose new privacy-aware design patterns
capable of mitigating privacy threats in the Smart Grid.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II we outline and categorise existing approaches to
preserve privacy in Smart Grids. Privacy-relevant e-mobility
use cases are studied thoroughly in Section III. Section IV
investigates to which extent existing solutions can be applied
to mitigate privacy threats in e-mobility, and proposes highlevel ideas and approaches to preserve privacy in the use cases
considered before. Section V concludes the paper and gives
an outlook on future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Existing work on privacy aspects of Smart Grids mainly
deals with Smart Metering systems since the privacy challenges are more obvious in this area than in other parts of the
Smart Grid. Threats to and vulnerabilities of Smart Metering
systems have been discussed for example in [6]–[8]. Data

communication security controls (e.g., cryptographic functions
such as encryption, message authentication codes, and digital
signatures) provide standard security services in regarding confidentiality, integrity, and accountability of messages and their
origin [9]. However, the aspects of privacy and potential threats
[10] to customers through Smart Meter data exploitation is not
fully covered yet [7]. An important official first step towards
a privacy-enabled Smart Grid has been made by NIST [11],
who defined challenges related to privacy protection and legal
constraints.
While current efforts mainly focus on setting up strong
regulatory frameworks and adapting existing privacy laws to be
applicable for the Smart Grid, the adoption of technical means
is still underdeveloped. Despite this fact, several sound solutions already exist which partly address the privacy challenge.
First, Anonymization of Metering Data [12] applies the idea
of separating technical data (meter readings) from customer
IDs. For that purpose a third-party ID escrow company is
involved. Second, Metering Data Obfuscation [13], [14] is
about masking the own energy consumption profile with local
battery buffers, e.g., from an electric car, so that one cannot
infer detailed energy consumption profiles, while the overall
consumption profile remains intact. Third, Privacy-preserving
Metering Data Aggregation [15], [16], deals with the online
aggregation of data from geographically co-located consumers,
i.e., before readings reach the data center, so that the utility
provider can still get a clear picture about the grid’s state in
a street or district, but not for a single customer.
Finally, instead of considering only technical aspects,
SmartPrivacy (‘privacy-by-design’) [17] focuses on a more
holistic view. This concept is an umbrella that offers the
complete suite of protections to ensure data privacy. It consists
of multiple measures ranging from regulatory protections to
education and awareness. Notice that in contrast to these
efforts, in this paper we do not focus on Smart Metering
only. We argue that due to the wide acceptance of Smart
Grids further privacy challenges need to be solved, such as
the exploitation of motion data of e-cars.
III. E-M OBILITY AND THE S MART G RID
Enabling and supporting e-mobility is considered to be a
cornerstone of the future Smart Grid due to its potential to
reduce carbon emissions. After giving a brief introduction to
e-mobility we describe several application scenarios in this
area, focusing on the actors involved, their interactions and
the data exchanged between them.
A. Introduction to E-Mobility
In this section we focus on privacy-sensitive use cases
around Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEVs), i.e. cars with an
electric motor run by a battery charged with power from the
electricity grid [18]. While the standard grid-to-vehicle (G2V)
scenario assumes an unidirectional flow of energy from the
grid to a PEV for charging purposes, the vehicle-to-grid (V2G)
concept considers bidirectional energy flows between PEV and
power grid, i.e. electricity is fed back to the grid during peak

consumption periods. Thus, when parked, the PEV acts as
a buffer absorbing excess energy (i.e. charging its battery)
during off-peak hours, and providing energy (i.e. discharging
its battery) during peak load hours or emergency situations
such as impending power outages. Since vehicles are usually
parked 95% of the time, a huge potential for load balancing
opens up if we assume that any parked PEV will be connected
to the grid and available both for battery recharging and
discharging [18]. The utility provider may foresee a higher
energy tariff for peak demand than for off-peak times in order
to provide an incentive for the customer to avoid energyintensive PEV charging during times when the electrical grid
is heavily utilised.
B. Use Case Description
In general, charging a PEV starts by plugging it into
an energy gateway, which may be an ordinary socket or a
designated charging station. This action either directly triggers
an energy flow between the grid and the PEV, or may first
initiate a communication session between the PEV and the
utility provider. The optional communication may include an
identification of the PEV in order to grant a special tariff based
on a previously arranged contract between the customer and
the energy supplier.
The customer may charge the PEV either
1) at his own premises, or
2) at other parties’ premises,
e.g. publicly available charging stations or private ones like
friends’ houses or the customer’s workplace. The two scenarios of home charging and roaming can be further divided into
a) uncontrolled and
b) controlled (also called “smart”) charging,
depending on whether the grid operator is able to remotely
control the charging process in order to optimise grid utilisation. Controlled charging currently mostly restricts to the
possibility to automatically interrupt the charging process if
required during peak loads, but will in the future involve
also more sophisticated ways of load management, including
a user interface which allows the customer to specify his
preferences and constraints for the charging process in terms
of the deadline and/or the distance to be travelled the next
day. Thus, in the following we will consider four different use
cases:
Use case 1a: Uncontrolled Customer-Premises Charging.
Use case 1b: Controlled Customer-Premises Charging.
Use case 2a: Uncontrolled Foreign-Premises Charging.
Use case 2b: Controlled Foreign-Premises Charging.
Use case 1a refers to uncontrolled charging at home: the
PEV is charged at the customer’s own premises using a
conventional power socket without any possibility for the grid
operator to interact with the customer or the PEV, respectively. The energy costs incurred are incorporated into the
total energy costs of the household. Use case 1b considers
smart (i.e. demand-side managed) charging at the customer’s
premises, which may include separate billing of the energy

consumed for PEV charging at a special tariff1 . Use cases 2a
and 2b refer to situations where the PEV roams and therefore
is charged at foreign (private or public) premises, which may
require an identification of the car or the customer for billing
purposes.
C. Actors
Table I provides an overview of the actors involved in the
four e-mobility scenarios to be analysed, including the use
cases for which the respective actor is relevant.
TABLE I
ACTORS IN E - MOBILITY USE CASES .
Actor
PEV
customer
energy supplier

Type
device
person
company

grid operator

company

charging station

device

charge
service
provider
energy
management
system
(EMS)
customer interface

company

system

system

Description
Plug-in Electric Vehicle
PEV operator
provides electric energy to customers, may offer special tariffs
for PEV charging
monitors grid load, may require
PEV to adapt amount and rate
of charge
gateway between PEV and energy grid, supplies energy for
the PEV
supplies charging services

Use Cases
1a&b, 2a&b
1a&b, 2a&b
1a&b, 2a&b

collects and evaluates information from all actors involved
(including metering), manages
charging process
gateway between customer and
EMS, allows customer to specify his preferences and constraints for the charging process

1b, 2b

1a&b, 2a&b

1b, 2b

2a, 2b

1b, 2b

D. Interactions
In the following we describe the interactions that occur between the different actors in each of the individual application
scenarios.
Use case 1a: Uncontrolled Customer-Premises Charging.
The customer connects his PEV to a standard one-phase
or three-phase socket at his own premises. The charging
process begins immediately without any prior authentication,
and terminates as soon as the plug is pulled or the PEV battery
is fully charged. The grid operator has no means to control
the amount or rate at which electric energy flows from the
grid to the PEV. The amount of energy supplied is measured
via the electricity meter in the customer’s premises and is
incorporated into the standard electricity bill provided by the
energy supplier.
Use case 1b: Controlled Customer-Premises Charging. The
customer connects his PEV to the charging station at his own
premises. We assume that no PEV authentication is carried
out in this scenario, i.e. any PEV plugged into the customer’s
charging station will be charged according to the tariff agreed
1 Note

that for providing a separate billing account for a PEV an additional
meter would have to be installed since the use of sub-meters is currently not
allowed in Austria.

upon by the customer and the energy supplier. The customer
optionally enters his preferences for the charging process via
the customer interface. The customer interface forwards this
information to the EMS, which checks if any special tariff has
been agreed upon by the customer and the energy supplier.
The EMS calculates the amount of energy needed (either
to get fully charged, or to reach the charge level specified
by the customer constraints), and provides a schedule for
the charging process based on feedback on the grid load
provided by the grid operator. The grid operator feeds back the
current grid utilisation to the EMS which may thereupon adjust
the scheduling accordingly. The EMS records the amount of
energy supplied to the PEV and provides the corresponding
data to the energy supplier for billing purposes. The customer
receives a separate bill for PEV charging issued by the energy
supplier.
Use case 2a: Uncontrolled Foreign-Premises Charging. The
customer connects his PEV to a charging station or a standard socket at foreign premises. The charging process begins
immediately without any prior authentication of the PEV, and
terminates as soon as the plug is pulled or the PEV battery
is fully charged. In case of private premises, the amount of
energy supplied is measured via the meter in the premise and
becomes part of the standard electricity bill of the premises’
owner. In case of public premises, the amount of energy
supplied is measured via the meter which is part of the
charging station, and the costs are settled by the customer by
paying the charge service provider according to the provider’s
energy tariff.
Use case 2b: Controlled Foreign-Premises Charging. The
customer connects his PEV to the charging station at the
foreign premise and optionally enters his preferences for the
charging process via the customer interface. The customer
interface forwards the information provided by the customer to
the EMS, which authenticates the PEV and optionally checks
if any special tariff has been agreed upon by the customer and
the energy supplier. The EMS calculates the amount of energy
needed (either to get fully charged, or to reach the charge level
specified by the customer constraints), and provides a schedule
for the charging process based on feedback on the grid load
provided by the grid operator. The grid operator feeds back the
current grid utilisation to the EMS which may thereupon adjust
the scheduling accordingly. The EMS records the amount of
energy supplied to the PEV and provides the corresponding
data to the energy supplier for the billing process, which may
consider a special tariff provided to the customer if applicable.
The customer receives a separate bill for PEV charging issued
by the energy supplier. In case the charging takes place at a
public charging station, the customer may be required to settle
the bill immediately.
IV. P RIVACY T HREAT A NALYSIS AND D ISCUSSION
A. E-Mobility Use Case Analysis
The impact of PEV charging on customer privacy is closely
related to the question whether an authentication of the PEV
(or, respectively, the customer) takes place as part of the

charging process. Table II therefore provides an overview of
the different authentication requirements and the applicability
of special customer-claimed tariffs within the individual emobility use cases.
TABLE II
C USTOMER AUTHENTICATION IN E - MOBILITY USE CASES .
Use Case

1a: Uncontrolled CustomerPremises Charging
1b: Controlled CustomerPremises Charging
2a: Uncontrolled ForeignPremises Charging
2b: Controlled ForeignPremises Charging

PEV/customer
authentication
required
no

Special PEV tariffs applicable

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

In the following we analyse the privacy issues that arise
from each of the e-mobility use cases presented in Section III.
Use case 1a: Uncontrolled Customer-Premises Charging. In
this scenario no EMS is involved and no identification of the
PEV is carried out. However, the grid operator and energy
supplier respectively2 can still detect that a PEV is being
loaded from analysing the energy consumption profile for
specific load cycles (e.g., through non-intrusive appliance load
monitoring NIALM [19]). The level of difficulty of such an
analysis depends on the length of the charging process and
on the frequency of electricity meter reports being sent to the
provider. As the time required to fully charge a battery with
a capacity of 30 kWh ranges from 42 minutes to 13 hours
depending on the charging mode [20], uncontrolled charging
via an ordinary socket will in most cases take long enough
to include a sufficient amount of metering data. Estimating
the start and end time of the charging process from the
energy consumption profile gives the provider information
about when the customer arrives at his home as well as the
approximate distance he has travelled. Moreover, the provider
is able to recognise recurring patterns in the daily consumption
profiles, which may indicate whether the consumer has a
steady job (similar time of return on each workday), how far
his workplace is away from his premises (amount of energy
consumed and, thus, approximate distance travelled), or if his
job requires a lot of travelling (different distances travelled
during the week).
Use case 1b: Controlled Customer-Premises Charging. This
scenario involves the EMS, but no identification of the PEV
is carried out as we assume that all PEVs plugged into the
customer’s charging station will be treated equally, i.e. charged
according to the tariff agreed upon by the customer and the
provider. Since the use of the charging station is transparent
2 Note that, in certain countries, grid operators and energy suppliers are
legally identical organizations, while in other countries these might be
separated. Furthermore, the question which customer-relevant information is
either transparently visible to the energy supplier or is shielded by the grid
operator highly depends on the actual Smart Grid architecture. In the following
discussion, we therefore use the general term ‘provider’ to refer to both
entities.

to the provider, he knows at which time the customer arrived
at home without having to analyse the energy consumption
profile of the premise as in use case 1a. Thus, all privacy
threats mentioned in use case 1a are applicable in this scenario
as well. The customer may even deliberately provide additional
information via the customer interface: from the deadline for
the charging process the provider knows when the customer
will leave home the next day. This information may be
especially valuable for burglars, who could be informed by
a maliciously cooperating provider. From the total amount of
energy consumption within a certain period (e.g. one month)
the provider can easily derive the number of people living in
the premise, and, in particular, if the customer is the only
inhabitant and the premise will thus be abandoned when
he leaves. On the other hand, knowing when the customer
arrives at home can be used for targeted advertising campaigns,
e.g. placing cold calls which will be answered with high probability since the customer is present. This possibility may not
be exploited by the provider directly, but can nevertheless be
sold to other companies. In future use cases, the customer may
also provide further details such as the route and distance to
be travelled the next day in order to benefit from lower energy
tariffs, which gives the provider additional information on the
customer’s whereabouts and may even disclose the customer’s
workplace and indicate the customer’s level of income. Other
privacy threats include ascertaining the customer’s principal
residence, which may be of interest to public authorities.
Use case 2a: Uncontrolled Foreign-Premises Charging. Uncontrolled charging at foreign premises does not involve an
EMS nor an authentication of the PEV. However, it may
include an authentication of the customer for billing purposes:
At public charging stations the customer may be offered to
pay by credit card or by a special customer card (i.e. a smart
card or RFID card such as in the ElectroDrive Salzburg project
[21], [22]). While the privacy issues of credit card use are wellknown [23], the novel approach of using designated customer
cards for PEV charging results in new privacy threats: the
charge service provider learns the customer’s identity and
may be able to establish motion profiles of the customer by
correlating the billing information of the charging stations.
This holds particularly if the customer may only use his
card when charging his PEV at specific stations (such as for
[21]). The scenario of uncontrolled charging at the customer’s
workplace could include identifying the customer via an ID
card (e.g. a staff badge which is used as an entry card within
the premise) in order to allow for deducing the costs for the
amount of energy used from his salary.
Uncontrolled charging at foreign premises of private individuals (i.e. friends or relatives of the customer) does usually
not involve any authentication of the customer. Moreover, this
scenario could have positive implications on the privacy of the
premises owner since his own energy consumption profile is
obfuscated by the additional load generated by the customer’s
PEV.
Use case 2b: Controlled Foreign-Premises Charging. This
scenario involves an identification of the PEV by the EMS,

which forwards this information to the provider. Thus, the
provider learns the time and place of recharging and can therefore track the customer’s whereabouts. At a public charging
station the customer will most probably want to charge the
PEV immediately (charge-and-go), while at private premises
(such as the customer’s workplace) longer charging periods
including load shifting and demand-side management are more
realistic. In the latter scenario, the customer may therefore
deliberately provide additional information via the customer
interface as in use case 1b, which gives the provider detailed
information on how long the customer will be away from
home, thus providing an even stronger indication that the customer is not at home during that time, and therefore enabling
the attacks described for use case 1b. If the customer charges
his PEV at a charging station provided at his workplace,
the provider may easily learn about the customer’s employer.
Similarly, charging the PEV at the premises of friends gives
the provider valuable information about the customer’s social
network, which he may either use himself or sell to other
companies for advertising purposes.
B. Discussion on Solutions
In the following we discuss the applicability of existing
privacy protection techniques to the e-mobility use cases presented in Section III and propose novel high-level approaches
to be integrated in future e-mobility architectures in order to
enhance customer privacy.
Applicability of existing privacy protection techniques. As
already mentioned in Section II, a commonly proposed technique to support privacy in Smart Metering is aggregation over
time (i.e. several days or weeks) or space (i.e. several customers): regarding the latter approach, fine-grained metering
data required for operational reasons (load management) does
not necessarily have to be attributable to individual customers,
but can be aggregated for example within a neighbourhood
area before it is passed on to provider. This location-based
aggregation of energy consumption data from geographically
co-located customers can also be applied to the four emobility use cases introduced in Section III: for uncontrolled
charging as considered in use case 1a and 2a, the application is
straightforward since the PEV is just another power consuming
appliance. For controlled charging, the application could be as
follows: the provider must be able to control PEV charging
for the sake of smart load management, but he does not
have to control each PEV individually. Several different PEV
charging stations at customer’s premises may be clustered to
form a pool. In this case, an EMS on cluster level serves as
an interface between the provider and the single EMS of the
individual charging stations within the pool. Thus, the toplevel EMS implements both the load management requirements posed by the provider and the constraints specified
by the customers via the EMSs of the individual charging
stations. Thus, as a trusted third party the top-level EMS would
manage the scheduling of the pool as a whole, while the
individual charging processes within the pool would remain
opaque to the provider. Likewise, time-based aggregation of a

single customer’s PEV energy consumption data could support
a privacy-friendly billing process in use case 1b.
Besides data aggregation, another privacy-enhancing concept which could be adopted from Smart Metering is
pseudonymisation of energy consumption data in terms of
separating meter readings from customer identities as proposed
in [12]: for load management purposes it is sufficient if the
provider knows the energy consumption of a specific entity
identifiable by a unique ID; he does not have to learn the
customer associated with that particular ID. The link between
the ID and the customer is only known to a third-party escrow
organisation. This concept still requires a trusted party (namely
the escrow), but can help to reduce the monopolisation of
sensitive information by the provider.
Another approach proposed in [18] could be to open the
electricity market also for small-scale customers by allowing
them to participate in the bidding process and buy energy at
acceptable tariffs without having to surrender private information on their mobility behaviour (if energy is bought for
the whole household and not exclusively for e-mobility). This
approach would, however, require a substantial reorganisation
of the current electricity market in terms of decreasing the
minimum amount to the range of several kilowatts. Moreover,
the willingness of customers to participate in such a scenario
would have to be analysed, and usability aspects would have
to be considered. Finally, this approach is only suitable for use
case 1a, since it does not prevent the necessary data exchange
for controlled and foreign-premises charging.
New approaches for privacy-preserving e-mobility. As just
discussed, some of the privacy-preserving techniques and
approaches from Smart Metering can be transferred to the
e-mobility use cases we have considered in Section III.
However, the specific requirements for PEV charging go
beyond Smart Metering and demand a two-tier approach of
technical and organisational provisions in order to maintain
customer privacy. For example, considering Table II, it would
be convenient if the customer could apply special tariffs
arranged with the provider without having to disclose his own
identity also in a roaming scenario (use case 2a and 2b). This
could be realised by a pre-paid card which would allow the
customer to anonymously buy energy for charging his PEV at
special rates, thus improving the concept implemented within
the ElectroDrive Salzburg project, which uses personalised
customer cards. Additionally, a reliable end-to-end security
layer for the underlying communication system needs to be
established.
The different use cases presented in Section III have shown
that consumer privacy threats aggravate the more sophisticated
and “smart” the charging process gets: controlled charging
offers a broader attack surface than uncontrolled charging,
and decreases the effort that has to be invested by the energy
supplier / grid operator in order to obtain sensitive data from
the customer. This is also due to the fact that the customer may
get rewarded for disclosing additional information (e.g. route
to be travelled the next day) by obtaining a better tariff.
This trade-off between privacy and cost savings is well-

known from other business branches, such as payback cards
in food retailing. Consumer education and transparency is an
important factor in this context: the customers should be aware
of the data they provide and what it could be used for, so that
they can decide autonomously how much information they are
willing to share.
In order to enable such decisions without preventing the
customer from using e-mobility at all, a trusted instance
allowing for fine-grained access control, like the Smart Web
Grid framework [24] is needed. Here, a service-oriented
architecture incorporating a public key infrastructure and
employing standards like for instance the eXtensible Access
Control Markup Language (XACML) is used as a basis for
a holistic information platform enabling strongly encrypted,
authenticated and authorised data exchange between arbitrary
stakeholders in the Smart Grid [25].
In any case, sticking to uncontrolled charging is definitely
not an option for the future Smart Grid since important added
values such as smart load management would be rendered
void.
V. C ONCLUSION
So far, privacy considerations for the Smart Grid have been
related to Smart Meters, whose high-frequency reportings on
energy consumption can be exploited to establish detailed
user profiles of consumers. In this paper we have shown
that significant privacy issues apply also to e-mobility, an
application area that will be of paramount importance for the
future Smart Grid. We have presented four fundamental emobility use cases and provided a comprehensive analysis of
their implications on customer privacy, thus showing that emobility opens up a variety of surveillance possibilities which
do not apply to conventional mobility. Moreover, we have
shown that existing work on ensuring privacy-sensitive Smart
Metering (such as obfuscating the power consumption data by
applying various cryptographic or statistical approaches) can
also be applied to mitigate privacy threats in e-mobility. As
part of future work, detailed concepts should be established
on how to bring existing as well as new privacy-enhancing
solutions in e-mobility into practice. Additionally, a reliable
end-to-end security layer for the underlying communication
system needs to be established, and organisational measures
such as consumer education need to be implemented in order
to safeguard customer privacy while at the same time making
the most out of the ‘Smart’ Grid.
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